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Though as a basic charges of criminal law , many important issues of fraud 
remains controversial in the criminal academic circle, this paper aims to discuss these 
questions clearly, in order to achieve accurate identification of fraud. 
Conclusions of this paper about common questions of fraud are: property interest 
is also object of fraud. The law-protected interests of fraud are "reasonable- grounds 
possession." Theft and fraud can co-exist by the same behavior. As elements of fraud, 
this article focuses on the "dispositive element" and "element of damage to property 
requirements" --- for the dispositive element, I insist that the meaning of deposition is 
necessary , but broad comprehension is required about it ;as to element of property 
damage, the paper introduces the opinion of a Japanese scholar who thought property 
was protected as "a means to achieve the purpose" . As for the difference between 
fraud and indirect theft , I point out the difference between the two is whether the 
third person has permission to dispose of the victim’s property, and about the source 
of disposal authority or status of the third party, this paper reviewed various theories, 
then ,I still adopted an integrated theory which is said by Professor Zhang Mingkai . 
About Three-cornered fraud, the paper focuses on the analysis of typical cases: 
For credit card malicious overdraft, I think it belongs to ordinary fraud . For the 
interval fare evasion , the author draws on "the standard of getting off the last station" 
proposed by a Japanese scholar. For pay-no-money accommodation, there are no 
different opinions in the academic circle. For getting money by using other’s bank 
account , I think it belongs to three-cornered fraud. For fraud lawsuit , I do not think it 
belongs to three-cornered fraud, and this opinion is the minority in the academic 
circle .  
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就是“具有合理理由的占有说”。           
综上所述，本文认为诈骗罪所保护的法益是“具有合理理由的占有”。 
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